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Walking, or running away?
We have downgraded BB/ to SELL and reduced our Target Price to Zero (previously, Neutral TP 130p). We believe
deposit-holders’ money is safe, but from an equity shareholder perspective, we believe that the investment is unattractive
on a risk/reward basis. An ‘embedded value’ type approach (with admittedly pessimistic assumptions on margins and
cumulative write-offs) suggests a Net Present Value of -14p on a stand-alone basis. The closer to this value BB/ falls, the
greater the likelihood of a bid from another UK bank (30% of BB/ operating costs £280m, taxed and put on 10x multiple
would suggest synergy value alone of 129p per share), but we doubt that much of this synergy value would accrue to BB/
shareholders in the form of a bid premium.

Reasons for TPG withdrawing
Moody’s has announced that it has downgraded BB/’s senior unsecured and long-term debt ratings to Baa1 from A3, on: i)
substantial deterioration in the bank’s asset quality so far in 2008; ii) The expectation that asset quality will weaken over
the rest of the year; and iii) BB/’s obligation to acquire mortgages from GMAC.
That is the reasons given for the downgrade are already in the public domain: the rating agency is simply catching up
with events.
TPG has invoked a clause in its agreement with BB/ allowing it to withdraw from the capital raise if the company is
downgraded; however M&G, Legal & General, Insight Investment and Standard Life will support the entire £400m rights
issue at 55p/share.
Given pressure on rating agencies to be quicker to downgrade, we think that an agency downgrade to BB/ was probable, in
which case we have to wonder why its Executive Chairman allowed TPG to insert the clause.

Cost of funding or bad debts?
Possibly the clause was not up for negotiation because TPG knew its investment case was highly sensitive to BB/’s cost of
wholesale funds (in FY 07, BB/’s interbank and wholesale funding was over £25bn). But BB/ Investor Relations denied this
was true when we spoke to them, saying that the downgrade would not make much difference to the bank’s cost of funds.
We asked for a second opinion from a contact in the debt markets who told us that, to a large extent, the money markets
had ‘priced in’ the well-known problems at the bank. The five-year senior CDS spreads were already trading at 270bp
before the news broke, and rose another 100bp following the downgrade. Note that although this level of pricing does
reflect concerns in the debt market, it is not indicative of the entire bank’s cost of funding: for example, maturities of less
than one year (which is where all UK banks are currently funding at the moment), were expected to rise by 5-10bp on the
news of the downgrade according to our source. But to put this into context, 10bp equates to £25m of the entire wholesale
book, versus FY 07a PBT ex write-downs of £350m. So based on that information, we think it is unlikely that the downgrade
really changed the investment case for TPG.
It is possible that the Chairman agreed to the clause because he knew a rating downgrade would not be a ‘deal breaker’,
but in that case he effectively handed TPG a valuable ‘free option’ to walk away. We seriously question his logic in denying
Clive Cowdery access to the books on the grounds that TPG offered “certainty”.
Instead of a changed cost of funding, there is also the probability that more information became available to TPG on the
arrears deterioration of the Self Cert and Buy to Let books, and the downgrade provided an escape route. This would have
negative implications for HBOS in our view, although the Specialist book at HBOS only accounts for one-third of total
mortgages, and HBOS, on the latest data, is reporting a lower level of 3-month+ arrears (1.89% end May) than BB/
(2.49% end April).
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Embedded value
The now-withdrawn approach from Clive Cowdery has inspired us to try a (simple) ‘embedded value’ type approach for
valuing BB/ existing loan book, implicitly assuming that the bank will close to new business. We prefer this to our previous
‘through the cycle’ ROIC-based approach, because we think it is easier to show the key variables (cumulative write-offs over
the next five years, versus possible net interest margin improvement) in this embedded value approach.

Key assumptions
► Margin expansion of 10bp. This may be too pessimistic: assuming a 60bp improvement and keeping our other
assumptions (listed below) constant would suggest a target price of 55p, in line with rights issue price. However, we
have yet to see signs of margin improvement at UK banks, and with BB/ mortgage borrowers highly indebted in a rising
rate environment, and rental yields below the cost of finance, we would like to see evidence before we give the bank
benefit of the doubt.

► Cumulative write-offs from the £40bn mortgage book of £1.6bn pre-tax. Although this seems ridiculously high, given the
£22m impairment loss in 2007, this cumulative number equates to arrears levels of 20%, and losses given arrears of
20% on the £40bn mortgage book. This is below the level of losses on US subprime, where delinquency levels are well
over 30%, and losses given serious delinquency 37.5% (75% PD x LGD 50%), according to BoE Financial Stability Review
in April 2008. We also highlight that the 400bp of losses that £1.6bn equates to is below the level of UK commercial
property write-downs banks saw during the last recession, and although there was no Buy to Let in the early 1990s,
there are perhaps parallels with the economics of commercial property.

Other assumptions
► BB/ does successfully manage to raise £400m in its rights issue.
► It manages to shrink the mortgage book by 5% per annum until 2012.
► Reducing ‘Other income’, due to no further sale and leasebacks on property assets, ‘other’ gains on financial
instruments, and general insurance cross sales.

► Operating cost reductions of 5% per annum till 2012.
► A terminal value exit multiple of 10x (which is generous, in our view).
Clearly our model shows some subjective assumptions. BB/’s equity was leveraged around 40x to total assets 2007a, so
with more optimistic assumptions on write-offs or margin improvements, investors could see substantial upside.

Embedded value for BB/
Inputs
Market cap
Capital raising
Credit costs
Upfront costs £m
Assumptions
Cumulative credit losses
Growth in mtg balances
Margin expansion (%)
Cost of Equity
Exit Multiple 2012 (x)
Equity value
NPV

Notes

£m
-327
-400
-1131
(1,858)

Post tax, pre tax would be £1.6bn

-4.00%
-5%
0.10%
10%
10
-194

-14p

Assumes 1,522m shares outstanding

Mortgage balances (£m)
Total income margin (%)

40,400
1.41

38,380
1.41

36,461
1.51

34,638
1.51

32,906
1.51

31,261
1.51

Total income (£m)
Costs (£m)
PBT ex credit costs (£m)
Taxed

569

541
-280
261
183

550
-266
284
199

523
-253
270
189

497
-240
257
180

472
-228
244
171

Source: Subject company data, Pali International estimates.
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Other thoughts
Cash flow: With arrears growing 50% in the first four months of the year, and given the circumstances of the
housebuilders, we wonder what BB/’s monthly cash flow looks like currently. We would expect repossessions to take at
least 12 months for BB/, after borrowers who are in arrears eventually default and BB/ realises value at auction. As of
December 2007, BB/ had £688m positive cash flow during the year (£407m cash flow from operating activities), but we
highlight that this number is worth following.
Shrinking: The experience of Northern Rock shows how difficult it is to shrink a bank’s balance sheet. In the case of BB/,
we think it will be particularly hard to shrink the book, given that £23bn of the £40bn mortgage book is Buy to Let, which is
predominantly interest only. That is, unlike a bank with repayment mortgages on its book, BB/ will achieve very little
‘natural’ decline as customers repay their debts.
The risks to our call include a bid from a UK bank which is able to extract cost synergies, perhaps encouraged by the large
institutions who approached Clive Cowdery. Also, the BoE aggressively cutting interest rates could give substantial upside.
Bruce Packard, CFA

Tel: +44 (0)20 7190 0811

Email: bruce.packard@palii.com
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Important regulatory disclosures on subject companies
Analyst certification
I, Bruce Packard, in my role as Banks Equity Analyst for Pali International Limited, hereby certify that the views about the companies
and their securities discussed in this report are accurately expressed and that I have not received and will not receive direct or
indirect compensation in exchange for expressing specific recommendations or views in this report.
Pali International Limited is registered in England No. 4436519, is a member of the London Stock Exchange, Xetra, and Euronext and
is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.
Analyst stock ratings
Different securities firms use a variety of rating terms as well as different rating systems to describe their recommendations.
Pali International Limited uses BUY, NEUTRAL, SELL. Investors should carefully read the definitions of all ratings used in each
research report. In addition, since the research report contains more complete information concerning the analyst’s views, investors
should carefully read the entire research report and not infer its contents from the rating alone. In any case, ratings (or research)
should not be used or relied upon as investment advice. An investor’s decision to buy or sell a stock should depend on individual
circumstances (such as the investor’s existing holdings) and other considerations.
Ratings are explained as follows
BUY:

We expect that over the next twelve months the share price will outperform the Banks sector by more than 10%, defined
by the FTSE All Share Banks Index

NEUTRAL: We expect that over the next twelve months, the share price will be move between +10% and -10% of the Banks sector,
defined by the FTSE All Share Banks Index
SELL:

We expect that over the next twelve months the share price will underperform the Banks sector by more than 10%,
defined by the FTSE All Share Banks Index

Disclosure of distribution of ratings
Pali International Limited must disclose in each research report the percentage of all securities rated by us to which we would assign
a ‘Buy’, ‘Neutral’, or ‘Sell’ rating. The said ratings are updated on a quarterly basis. Below is the distribution of Pali International
Limited’s research recommendations (as at 30 June 2008):
BUY: 27.5%

NEUTRAL: 40.6%

SELL: 31.9%
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This report is not an offer to buy or sell any security or to participate in any trading strategy. In addition to any holdings disclosed in
the section entitled “Important US Regulatory Disclosures on Subject Companies”, Pali International Limited or its employees and its
affiliates not involved in the preparation of this report may have investments in securities or derivatives of securities of companies
mentioned in this report, and may trade them in ways different from those discussed in this report.
Pali International Limited makes every effort to use reliable, comprehensive information, but we make no representation that it is
accurate or complete. We have no obligation to tell you when opinions or information in this report change apart from when we
intend to discontinue research coverage of a subject company.
With the exception of information regarding Pali International Limited, reports prepared by Pali International Limited research
personnel are based on public information. Facts and views presented in this report have not been reviewed by, and may not reflect
information known to, professionals in other Pali International Limited business areas or its affiliates.
Pali International Limited research personnel conduct site visits from time to time but are prohibited from accepting payment or
reimbursement by the company of travel expenses for such visits.
The value of and income from your investments may vary because of changes in interest rates or foreign exchange rates, securities
prices or market indexes, operational or financial conditions of companies or other factors. There may be time limitations on the
exercise of options or other rights in your securities transactions. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Estimates
of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realised.
Other disclosures
This research report has been published in accordance with our Research Policy which is available on written request from
Pali International Limited. Pali International Limited’s research is available on the web at: http://palii.europeanresearch.co.uk/.
This report does not provide individually tailored investment advice. It has been prepared without regard to the individual financial
circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it. The securities discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors.
Pali International Limited recommends that investors independently evaluate particular investments and strategies, as the
appropriateness of a particular investment or strategy will depend on an investor’s individual circumstances and objectives.
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